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About This Game

Find Out - this is an adventure game in which you will have to escape from an unknown location, surrounded by a large maze.
The protagonist finds himself in the middle of a small forest area, which is a part of the experimental complex. This complex is

surrounded by a complicated and confusing maze. You have a limited amount of time, and if you won't get out of the maze
before nightfall, you will face all the horrors lurking in the maze.

Game features:
-day-night cycle

-dynamic environment
-spectacular visual effects

-interraction with different mechanisms
-unique atmosphere
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Title: Find Out
Genre: Action, Adventure, Casual, Indie, Simulation
Developer:
Vorobiov Vadym
Publisher:
Bitlock Studio
Release Date: 16 Feb, 2016

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows Vista, Windows 7, Windows 8 or Windows 10

Processor: Intel Core i3 or AMD Phenom II X4

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: Nvidia GTX 550 or AMD Radeon R7 250

DirectX: Version 11

Storage: 2 GB available space

English
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I bought this game with 50% discount, mainly because I know a bit about Maze Runner and this sounded pretty much like a
game of the first novel.
There is no big explanation or tutorial in this game: settings are reduced to input, screen and sound. Input is only inverted axes
and mouse sensitivity.
So it's a basic game, but that's really fine - only thing I didn't know was whether I had options to interact with anything. A
general view like "Control WASD and view with mouse" in the start menu would have made it clear that I don't have to press
every key to find out there's nothing else to do but walk. ;)

This still is not a bad part! I still like the idea and it's good to play, BUT:

it said in the description there's a day-night cycle and in the dark lurks whatever. So I rushed through the game as good as
possible and also made it on my first run. Later I had the game running and cleaned my room and didn't see the least movement
of the sun, let alone standing in the dark. :\/

I might have missed something, but as it stands it was a nice digital test run on me in an unknown maze. :)
Also, I like the Fly Mode ;). I have the world record for this lame game, I beat it in 47 seconds.. Ok, If you are thinking of
buying this "Game", Go outside, find the first stick you see. That will be more fun to play with than this game...

This is not a game, it is a cryengine map.

The only plus of it, is that cryengine allows the forest in the middle to look somewhat nice if you ignore the floating grass that is
around.

All the game consists of, is walking around a dull maze, finding 8 pressure plates, and then finding the exit.

You are even able to just fly around the map if you press f4 to go into flymode (Intended for developer use)

I bought this game because i enjoyed maze runner, and thought i'd give it a shot.

But seriously, dont buy this game in its current state. It is a waste of both money and hard drive space. (4.5 Gig for this? Wow).
pretty good game. Don't buy this, it's just a maze with less than 1 hour of playtime, if you don't cheat.
(You can fly with F3 since its cryengine). Its just a waste of time. Do you enjoy running around a giant maze without any visual
indicators? Yes? This game might be good for you. But if you look for some fun past the  timewasting aspect of running around
stay away from this game!

Well. .... At least it gives you Cheats to see al its emptiness even faster. Thats a pro. Kinda.
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I found out with the escape button.
Left, right, right, left, right, left, left, right, left, right ... aaaaaaah boooooooring.
Ah no, there was a red lawn gnome... why?. This is best game I ever seen! Higly recommended for all users who want
completely new gaming expirience.. this game looks fine by the engine it was made with, but I misss the love to details of the
level creation!
why should I look on mass of grass that is mounted in the air on mountain like(not flat) ground ?
without that detailbug the level looks really good...if you do not follow the walls around the level , maybe this is the reason that
this game is called a maze game. hmm looks good with effects and style on first look but not on the deeper second look.
. Okay... well, here's the thing. I'm a fiction writer, therefore games like this sometimes serve as inspiration, putting me in the
right location mindset, the rain, the desolate quiet, the somewhat eerie aloneness... I get them for atmosphere, to kinda put me in
the right place in my mind to write. Which basically means, I got what I paid for. A strange world to stand in and wander a little
to get a feel for a location. Sadly, otherwise, I can't think of any reason to get it. Head bobbing you can't turn off, no save
feature, and endless rain, walls of bricks that seem to go on forever, grass, mountains and rocks that hover over the ground... I
mean, you get what you pay for I suppose, and I only paid 62 cents, but still.... Do I recommended it? Not really. It says I played
it for 1.8 hours. That's because I fell asleep 3 times trying to find all the plates to stand on. Found the end of the maze just fine,
but then to find the last three plates... I just couldn't hold my head up anymore and looky at that, no way to save. *sigh* This
COULD have been a lot more. So I say give this one a pass. I might go back in to try agan eventually, but right now, no thanks.
Gave me a headache. :P. I found out. Seems like a bad game, but I had 2 wr`s in it so im not complaining
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